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Why Italy? 

I choose Italy because of the fashion, the culture and lifestyle. Being in Europe, 

Milano provided me with the opportunity to travel to many other countries and cities!  

 

University 

Bocconi University is well renowned private business school, which attracts 

numerous students from all over the world –over 600 exchange/ international students 

were there at the same time as me! 

 

Campus Facilities  

The University is centrally located and reasonably in the heart of Milano. The 

campus, in comparison to Otago is extremely small with their being two main 

buildings, which the hold the lectures. The lecture theatres are relatively small, and 

classes aren’t that big in size in terms of people (very small compared to 1
st
 and 2

nd
 

year commerce). The facilities on campus include two computer rooms, which are 

very old school and slow with only two printers so it can take you up to an hour to 

print if the cue is long! The library is basic, and there are no plugs to charge laptops 

and no computers to use unless you want to just use the Bocconi website and 

catalogue. You can’t choose where you sit, instead on entry you swipe your Bocconi 

ID card and are assigned a seat! Not ideal if you get in section D as that is a big open 

area and Italian’s don’t understand what “no chat” means. But you can issue your text 

books for up to 4 weeks so I suggest you check if your textbook is in the library 

before purchasing it!  

 

There is a cafeteria downstairs, which is always super busy with numerous choices 

such as pizza, salads and sandwiches for reasonable pricing. There is an option of 

buying meal plans, which I did but wouldn’t recommend it as in the surrounding area 

there are plenty of little Italian style “cafes” and bars and mini pizzeria’s, which are 

always buzzing throughout the whole day especially packed around 1.30pm (Italian 

lunchtime). There is a bookshop, which you can buy all the textbooks and stationary 

(the only stationary shop around as there are no Whitcoulls or Warehouse Stationary 

in sight)! At the beginning of the semester you can do an Italian crash course which, I 

would recommend as you meet so many other exchange students but it does meaning 

arriving a week before the semester begins. Also, try and learn the essential phases 

before coming over, as this will help you early on especially in finding 

accommodation as many Italians speak very little or no English!  

 

Teaching style 

The courses differ in their levels of difficulty as being as Economics school they tend 

to be harder and more challenging! The courses can be taken attending or non-

attending which was a new concept. By non-attending, you exam is 100% based on 

the textbook and some readings (quite good if you are planning on travelling and 

going to miss some days of university as there is no class to attend). Many guest 

speakers visit in lecture time, and especially doing fashion management we had Gucci 

and Ray Ban as well as doing in depth case studies on fashion houses such as Armani. 
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The lectures provide lecture sides and course materials on e-learning- similar to that 

of Otago.  

 

Accommodation 

For living there are two options – either to rent an apartment or go into a hall of 

residence. The halls are the easy and safe option (as it’s just like the halls in 

Dunedin). Arcobellano is where the majority of the exchange students go which is 

located 30 minutes by tram and then walk (which can be quite a mission and 

expensive) and you share a bathroom and minimal kitchen with another student. Next 

option is apartments (as houses do not exist until you get to the outskirts of Milano). 

These can be a challenge to come across, especially if you want close to Bocconi as 

most landlords want you to sign for 6 – 12 months! You can look for apartments on 

numerous websites but I found (www.easystanza.it) to be brilliant, but also walk 

around and look for signs on buildings plus the campus is covered in posters 

advertising single rooms in flats. One word of warning – don’t find them before you 

get over there, go hunting on your arrival and just stay in one of the hostels (or there 

are some cheap hotels in the area) as many students have been shafted! It is common 

to share a room with someone, as it is reasonably expensive compared to Dunedin! 

Expect to pay up to 500 euros a month on your own bedroom on between 350 and 450 

euros if you’re sharing! I lived in an apartment, which was great as it was central to 

everything – located in the Navigli area on the cannels (which was amazing for 

restaurants and bars). Other areas you should look are Porta Romana and Corsi di 

Porta Ticinese. 

 

Traveling 

Milan is very central to fly from to numerous places. There are three airports – 

Malpensa, Bergamo and Linate. Malpensa and Bergamo are far out of the city so you 

have to catch buses and unfortunately this is generally where the cheap airlines fly 

from (Easy Jet, Ryan Air and Whizz Air) fly from. The cheapest flight I got was 15 

euros (but you have to book in advance as they get super expensive when you 

spontaneously decide at the last minute). Trains are great when traveling to 

destinations close to Milano especially on day trips. I recommend visiting Verona, 

Cinque Terre, Bergamo and Lake Como (also Bocconi organizes day trips and events 

for you and this is another way to meet some of the exchange students). Florence and 

Venice can also be done it day and make sure you go to the markets, which are 

famous for their leather gloves and beautiful scarfs! There are plenty of ‘long 

weekend’ destinations close by depending on whether your goal is to sightsee, shop or 

just relax (and the weather season too!)  

 

Milan City 

 

Nightlife 

Every night here there is a different club to go to! The deal for exchange students is 

generally 10-euro entrance with 2 free drinks (which are extremely strong with 

limited or no mixer)! In the summer there are many outdoor clubs (Old Fashion and 

Just Cavali) but they turn in doors in winter but also go to Limelight, Alcatraz and La 

Banque. Plastic is free on a Sunday night if you want something a little alternative. 

Colone is a big square that everyone goes to in the summer to drink prior to the clubs 

(as winter is too cold to stand outside) and there are cheap drinks in a couple of small 

bars around. For cheap but amazing wine head to the La Vinara on the Ngavali canals 

http://www.easystanza.it/
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as it’s potluck at the supermarket with the vino! Also, ESN Bocconi organizes many 

events and themed evenings, which were fun, and you met many of the other 

exchange students. La Fontanella on the Ngavali cannels is a student beer pub, which 

has some crazy containers in which the beer is brought to your table and also board 

games are available to play! 

 

Dining 

The best places to dine are along the Ngavali cannels, up Coro di Porta Tincinese and 

Berra. Over here, ‘ apertivo’ is famous - between 6 and10pm every night you pay 

between 6 – 14 euros (depending on the restaurants), which includes a drink, and all 

you can eat from the buffet which generally has a selection of pasta, pizzas, rice 

dish’s, vegetables and nutella and waffles for dessert. I suggest going to Uquana, and 

for more sophisticated ones head to Berra. Also, if you love Japanese and Sushi you 

must dine at Wasabi in Berra – all you can eat sushi! Other nice restaurants to try 

include Truiana Tussican, Pizza Fabricca and Officina 12. Most nights were finished 

off with Nutella (which is massive over here) crepes or gelato – the best is on the 

cannels or Chocolat up by Duomo. 

 

Shopping 

Known as the fashion capital there are many different areas to shop. Porta Ticinese is 

the funkier shopping while you have all the chains and mainstream shops around 

Duomo area. Must visit via Montenapolenone area, which is the location of all the 

designer brands! Cute cobblestone streets come off with less famous designer 

boutiques! There is also Fox Town and Serravalle shopping outlets that houses all the 

big designers at discounted prices that are about 1 -1/2 hour drive from the city (but 

still very expensive!) The department store – La Ringacente is amazing! Up on the 

top floor there is a gourmet food court, which you look right over Duomo! Stunning 

in the evening and there is a couple reasonable price restaurants up there too!  

 

Sight seeing  

- Da Vinci’s last supper painting, but you have to book in advance and it is 

quite expensive or else you can go queue outside and hope that some people 

don’t turn up and you can purchase there spot (at a much cheaper price).  

- Climb Duomo but make sure that you do it on a beautiful day (with a little bit 

of wind as the air here is so polluted and foggy!)  

- Numerous museums are scattered around  

- Try and go to the La Scala and what the Opera or ballet even if you don’t like 

either of these or just go for a look inside the building!  

 

Other touristy things to 

- You must go to one of the soccer/ football games at San Siro stadium! 

Amazing atmosphere! 

- If you are there in fashion week – cue outside the shows as there is a high 

probability that you will get in! 

 

Costings:  

Food: 20 – 40 euro (dependent on the number of apretivos and gelatos per week you 

treat yourself too)  

 

Drink and nights out: 20 euro per night (dependent on taxis and transport) 
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Accommodation: 300- 500 euros a month in an apartment  

Transport: 17 month for a transport card, which I would recommend as this, gets you 

on the metro, trams and buses. (Just remember to take a couple of extra passport 

photos with you) or the other option is to purchase concession cards 


